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Zero anaphora is frequently found in Thai and it is recognized as one of the outstanding features of the
language. Meanwhile, many Thai students who study English often commit grammatical errors in using zero
anaphora instead of pronouns or full noun phrases. Based on the assumption of language interference, the
contrastive analysis of this problematic feature in Thai and English is conducted for basic knowledge in designing
remedial materials for these students.  The hypothesis of the study is that zero anaphora performs more syntactic
functions and semantic roles in Thai than in English causing the tendency that Thai students commit errors in
using zero anaphora at the positions where they are accepted in Thai.

From the investigation of ten contemporary Thai songs, the hypothesis was confirmed. Thai zero
anaphora can be classified into four types according to syntactic functions: SUBJ, DO, IO, and MOD and
semantic roles: AGENTIVE, PATIENT, DATIVE/BENEFACTIVE and GENITIVE and it outnumbers the English
counterparts.
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1.  Introduction

Crystal [1] defines zero anaphora as an abstract unit postulated by an analysis, but which

has no physical realization in the stream of speech.  When referring to the ùgivenû information which

the speaker assumes that the listener already knows or can recall from his background knowledge,

Thai speakers tend to use zero anaphora rather than other noun referents [2].  Bright [3] comments

that the widespread use of zero anaphora is one of the distinguishing characteristics of Thai language.

As a result, study of this remarkable grammatical device should be useful for better understanding of

our mother tongue. Moreover, it will be beneficial for the learning and teaching English for Thai

students that the learners would be aware of the different characteristics of zero anaphora in the two

languages and the teacher would be prepared to deal with the problems from mother tongue

interference.

The study of zero anaphora in Thai

So far, zero anaphora in Thai has been studied within the Transformational Grammar

approach that emphasizes the Government-Binding framework (Surintramont [4], Kobsiriphat [5] and

Hoonchamlong [6]). In developing a natural language understanding (NLU) Aroonmanakun [7]

assumes that the resolution of zero pronouns can be done at two levels: the sentence level and the

discourse level.  The resolution at the sentence level can be implemented on the basis of principles

of a sentence grammar, which is in accordance with the government and binding theory. Zero

pronouns that cannot be resolved by the government and binding theory are resolved on the basis of

discourse principles.  The referents of the zero pronouns are expected to be the most focused entity,

or the (backward) center of an utterance.

In his other study Aroonmanakun [8] indicates that antecedents 3  of Thai zero pronouns are

not always in the immediately preceding utterance.  A few are in a distant utterance.  Coreferences of

these zero pronouns could be explained in terms of hierarchical structure of clauses, which seems to

operate at the sentence level rather than at the discourse level.  They are in the same sentence or in

the preceding sentence.  The hierarchical structure of clauses in the sentence will help locate the

antecedents.

3 a corresponding unit in the preceding context to which another unit, typically a later unit refers.
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From a syntactic-semantic viewpoint, in my previous study (Intratat [9]), I investigated the

recoverability of the zero anaphora in Thai occurring in the second clause of a compound sentence

or the subordinate clause of a complex sentence. I observed that the referent of zero anaphora in Thai

can be recovered within three conditions.  Firstly, as a syntactic condition, where it refers to a certain

antecedent in the first or the main clause according to the relevant features between the verb and the

probable antecedent which are termed as ùselectional restrictionsû.  Secondly as a semantic condition,

when the selectional restrictions between the verbs and probable head nouns are not different, the

semantics of the verb must be interpreted, if this still does not work, the context clue must be

interpreted.  The reader must rely on the context clue or his background knowledge.  Sometimes the

interpretation of the context clue can not help and ambiguity still remains.  As for the last condition,

zero anaphora does not refer to the closest noun phrase.  Its head noun may or may not occur

explicitly anywhere else in the immediate context.  The reader has to consult his pragmatic

experience to understand the message.

The study of syntactic and semantic roles of zero anaphora in other
languages

International linguists have conducted the study of zero anaphora.  Numerous facets of its

characteristics are widely and profoundly investigated, especially the syntactic and semantic roles.

Li [10] presents an analysis of anaphora in Late Archaic Chinese, a prototype of an isolating

language, from Confucian Analects.  He concludes that after the introduction of a referent in discourse,

the norm of the language is not to express that referent again until there is a syntactic or discourse

reason for reintroducing it. Such a norm of anaphora is diametrically opposite to that of Indo-European

languages.  Thus, when a prototypical isolating language such as Late Archaic Chinese is analyzed, it

is not necessary to explain why zero anaphora occurs because it is the norm for referential expression.

Li observes that if and when a pre-established referent is expressed, the expression, whether a

pronoun or a full noun phrase, must be discourse motivated.  In his study, pronouns occur most at the

direct object position, the second most numerous pronominal occurrences are pronouns serving as

possessors and when the topic is a third person, a full noun phrase is obligatory in the introduction

of a new topic in discourse.

There is strong relationship between grammatical roles and semantic cases. Givon [11] has

found that as topic continuity decreases, there tends to be a progression from referents that are zero

anaphora, to unstressed or bound pronouns, to stressed independent pronouns, and finally to full

noun phrases.
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Keenan and Comrie [12] stated that the hierarchy of grammatical roles reflects the

grammaticalization of the semantic hierarchy. The topical hierarchies of case-roles are as follows:

Semantic role: AGT>DAT / BEN> PAT> LOC> INSTR >OTHERS4

Grammatical role: SUBJ> DO> IO5

The more topical semantic roles:  agentive, dative-benefactive and patient are the ones most

likely to occupy the SUBJ or direct-object grammatical roles.  Predictably, SUBJ and DO are the most

frequent grammatical case-roles in text.

Givon [13] gives an example of the distribution of zero anaphora/pronouns vs. full definite

nouns in Ute, English, and two English-based pidgins: Spanglish and Filipinglish.  He found that the

majority of sentence subjects in the four languages are more zero anaphors or pronouns rather than

the full NPs.  As a consequence, agentive is the most popular semantic case of zero anaphora and

pronouns occurring in those sentences.

Givon also assumes that the less complex a discourse is, the easier the cognitive processes

required will be and the sooner the anaphoric antecedents will be recovered. In his view, the oral,

everyday topic discourse is less complicated and more context dependent than the abstract academic

written discourse.  Between oral discourses such as conversation and narrative/procedural, a com-

parison shows that narratives are more continuative in text coherence.

2. Purpose of the Study
This study aims to investigate the syntactic functions and semantic roles of zero anaphora in

Thai. Based on functional and cognitive approaches, the data from ten Thai contemporary songs will

be analyzed for the frequency distribution and the syntactic and semantic characteristics. The con-

trastive analysis between Thai and English zero anaphora is also conducted for the benefit of teaching

English to Thai students.

3. Hypothesis

This study set a hypothesis that Thai zero anaphora performed more syntactic functions and

semantic roles than their English counterparts, causing the tendency that Thai students commit errors

in using zero anaphora at the positions where they are accepted in Thai.

4 AGT = Agent; DAT / BEN = Dative/Benefactive; PAT = Patient; LOC = Locative; INSTR = Instrument
5 SUB = Subject; DO = Direct Object; IO = Indirect Object
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4. Data

In choosing data, the researcher considered the general use of zero anaphora which refer to

the given information that was mutually comprehensible between the producer and the receiver of the

message.  In a written text or conversation, numerous extra-linguistics clues from the previous

context or contemporary situation can be provided whereas these clues are not usually available in

songs due to limited length of text and time.  The comprehension of zero anaphora in songs mostly

requires the cultural background knowledge of the students and thus reflects the typical characteristics

of native Thai speakers.

Therefore the data used in the study came from ten Thai contemporary song lyrics. They

were samples from five groups of contemporary songs: His Majesty the King Rama 9ûs songs,

Soontharaporn songs, Loog Krung songs, Loog Thung songs and Teenagerûs Pop songs which were

randomly chosen from the website www.music4Thai.com [14].  The list of the lyrics is shown in the

Appendix.

The lyrics are studied and analyzed for zero anaphora.  The ùgiven informationû that is

omitted or substituted by null element where there should be a noun or a pronoun is treated as a zero

anaphor. This is further analyzed for its syntactic functions and semantic roles. Then they are compared

with the functions and roles of English zero anaphora.

5. Findings
From the study, the distribution of zero anaphora can be analyzed as follows:

5.1 When a zero anaphor occurs as a SUBJ (subject) of the sentence, its semantic

role is AGENTIVE. For example:

1) Thai version:  ∑‘«“      ß“¡       ¬“¡      Õ¬Ÿà     ‡§’¬ß§ß 6

     day   beautiful   when ø  be     together forever

ùDays are beautiful when we are together foreverû.

2) Thai version: Õ¬“°®–    ‡ªìπ        ®–      ¡ÿàß‰ª 7

              ø     want    to be    ø     will    aim to go

ùSomeone wants to be, someone will aim to goû.

6 From Song No. 2 çÕ“∑‘µ¬å Õ—∫· ßé (The Setting San)
7 From Song No. 4 çµ–°“¬¥“«é (Strive for the Stars)
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3) Thai version:   ¢Õ‚∑…      ∑’Ë           ‡°◊Õ∫®–     µ’µ√“®Õß 8

            Excuse   that    ø          almost    stamp reserved ø
ùExcuse me for almost stamping him reservedû.

In example 1) zero anaphor occurs as the SUBJ who çare togetheré which is omitted.  The

listener may also guess this zero anaphora refers to the singer and his lover. In example 2) zero

anaphora firstly occurs as the SUBJ of çwant to beé and then the SUBJ of çwill aimé. It can be

interpreted as çsomeoneé though it is not clear whether it refers to çsomeoneé in general or whether

it is specifically referring to either the singer or the listeners because there is no explicit referent in the

whole lyric to assure any specific interpretation.  In example 3) zero anaphora occurs as the SUBJ of

the verb çstampé and can be interpreted as the singer herself.  The last zero anaphora in example 3)

is the DO of the verb çstampé which will be discussed later.

The SUBJ zero anaphora in these examples, though occurs without explicit referent, refers to

the same person.  Moreover, in example 4) the zero anaphora that occured refer to different persons.

4) Thai version:    ¡Õß    Õ–‰√    æÕ        ¡Õß‰ª               ∑”‰¡       ¬‘È¡¡“ 9

ø look   what   when   ø look ø  (particle)  why   ø  smile

ùWhat are you looking at?  When I look at you why do you smile back?û.

The first zero anaphora is the SUBJ of çlooké which refers to the second person, possibly a

man who is approaching the singer.  The second zero anaphora is the SUBJ of çlooké but it refers to

the first person, that is the singer herself.  The third zero anaphora is the DO of çlooké.  The fourth

zero anaphora is the SUBJ of çsmileé which, in return, refers to the second person again.

From these examples, it is obviously seen that Thai zero anaphora exist without any explicit

antecedent in immediate context. It may refer to the antecedent at a far distance later.  Moreover, in

some lyrics such as Song No. 1 (The Ultimate Dream) and Song No.4 (Strive for the Stars), the

antecedents are omitted throughout the whole lyrics.

It is noticeable that the SUBJs of verbs in Thai are mostly AGENTIVE. In less frequent

occurrences when they are PATIENT in the passive structures, the verbs are indicated with ç∂Ÿ°é, or

ç‚¥πé.  There are also zero anaphora at this position but it is not found in the data used in this study.

8 From Song No. 8 çÀπŸ‰¡à√Ÿâé (I donût know)
9 From Song No. 3 ç¡ÕßÕ–‰√ (What do you look?)
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In English, zero anaphora SUBJ occurs but it is not commonly acceptable at the first line of

a song, because there is no ùgiven informationû on the basis of English grammar whereas it is

acceptable in Thai.  English uses other grammatical devices such as infinitives or gerunds and

cataphora in the place of zero anaphora such as the first line of the song çThe Impossible Dreamé:

çTo dream the impossible dream...

...this is my quest,....é

If the pronoun çthisé is omitted, this sentence is not grammatically correct in English.  On the

contrary, the omit of explicit antecedents is accepted in Thai.

Due to the requirement of explicit antecedents in immediate context, English zero anaphora

can not occur continuously but refer to different antecedents as the same as in example 4) though

this occurrence is acceptable in Thai.

5.2 When a zero anaphor occurs as a DO of the sentence,  its semantic role is

PATIENT.  For example:

5) Thai version:  ‡¡◊ËÕ         ¡Õß          ©—π       ‡¡‘π 10

   when  ø       look  ø        I      turn away

ùWhen you look at me, I turn away.

6) Thai version:  ·¡à       ‡µ◊Õπ       «à“          ‰¡à„Àâ            ∫Õ° 11

   mama    warn  ø   that   ø not allow ø      tell ø
ùMama warned me that she didnût allow me to tell anyoneû.

In example 5 and 6) zero anaphora occur in several positions and perform two semantic

roles.  In example 5) the first zero anaphor is the SUBJ of çlooké referring to the second person

whereas the second zero anaphor is the DO of çlooké referring to the singer herself.  In example 6),

the first zero anaphor is the DO of  çwarné, which refers to the singer.  The second refers to the

singerûs mother as the SUBJ of çallowé. The third refers to the singer as the DO of çallowé and the

forth refers to someone else as the DO of çtellé.  In order to discriminate the antecedents of these

zero anaphors, it requires a deep understanding of worldly knowledge in Thai contexts. In the

relationship between mother and daughter, it is the mother who usually advises her daughter about

social etiquette and prestige; not vice versa.

10 From Song No. 3 ç¡ÕßÕ–‰√é (What do you look?)
11 From Song No. 9 ç‚Õä– ‚Õä– ‚Õä–é (Oh, oh, oh)
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In English, zero anaphora exist as DO only in some special condition. For example, in an

established expression such as çDoes he drink ø?é means çDoes he drink alcohol?é  However, the

use of zero anaphora as DO is not always acceptable because the English transitive verbs require an

object.

5.3 When a zero anaphor occurs as an IO of the sentence, its semantic role is DATIVE /

BENEFACTIVE.  For example:

7) Thai version:     ‡ªìπ      ‘Ëß         ‡ πÕ      „Àâ          ¡“ 12

                            ø be   thing     ø offer    give ø    particle

ùIt is something lûve already offered to youû.

8) Thai version:  §«“¡√—°   ∑’Ë      æ’Ë     ¡Õ∫       ‰«â          „Àâ       π’È 13

     love     that     I     offer   (particle)   give ø    this

ùThe love that lûve already given to youûÇ

In example 7) zero anaphora occur as SUBJ, and IO.  The first one is the SUBJ of çbeé which

may be interpreted as çité and whose antecedent is already mentioned in the preceding lyric. The next

is the SUBJ of çofferé which may refer to the first person or the singer.  The last one is the IO of çgiveé

whose antecedent is çyoué and is also already mentioned in the preceding lyric. In example 8) a zero

anaphor occurs as the IO of the verb çgiveé.  Its antecedent, the second person who is the singerûs

lover, is explicit in context.

In English, the IO is not generally omitted. Sometimes when there is no noun phrase after a

preposition, it is not zero anaphora but the process of left-movement when the word is moved to the

left.  For example: çHe sings to herherherherher.  SheSheSheSheShe is the person he sings to.é but it is not acceptable to omit

ùherû in a sentence such as çHe gives the roses to øé.          This shows that the English zero anaphor does

not occur as IO and does not perform DATIVE/BENEFACTIVE role.

5.4 When zero anaphora act as a MOD (noun modifier) which performs a GENITIVE role

(GEN).  For example:

9) Thai version:  ‡º◊ËÕ      „®             ‡Õ“‰«â°àÕπ        ‡∏Õ   ¬—ß   ‰¡à      “¬ 14

   spare    heart  ø               (particle)     before   you   still  not    late

ùSpare your heart before itûs too lateû.

12 From Song No. 5 ç¥Õ°‰¡â„Àâ§ÿ≥é (Flowers for you)
13 From Song No. 7 ç —Ëßπ“ßé (Remind you)
14 From Song No. 10 ç¢Õ‡ªìπµ—«‡≈◊Õ°é (May I be alternative)
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10) Thai version:  ¥—Ëß    ‚§¡      ∑Õß      àÕß‡√◊Õß√ÿàß     „π   À∑—¬ 15

     like   lantern  golden  shine brightly  in   heart ø
                                                            ùLike a golden lantern shining brightly in my heartû

11) Thai version:  ®–    √—°    ™“µ‘       ®π   ™’«‘µ     ‡ªìπ       ºÿ¬ºß

ø will    love       nation ø   till   life  ø   be        dust

   ®–         ¬Õ¡µ“¬             À¡“¬„Àâ     ‡°’¬√µ‘       ¥”√ß 16

ø will    be willing to die   ø intend to    honor ø  preserve

ùI will love my nation till my life turns to dust, I am willing to die, and I intend

to preserve my honorû.

In these examples, zero anaphors are modifiers with GENETIVE role.  According to Thai word

order, a modifier will follow its head noun, therefore the GENETIVE zero anaphora occurs after the

noun phrase that it modifies.  In example 9) zero anaphora modifies ùheartû.  This can be interpreted

that the heart belongs to the second person that is the singerûs girlfriend to whom he is singing.  In

example 10) zero anaphora modifies ùheartû and the owner of ùheartû might be interpreted as the

singer himself and/or a general person that is mentioned later in the context at a point in time after

this occurrence.

In example 11) there are several zero anaphors that belong to two groups: SUBJ and MOD.

The first group is the subjects of the verbs çloveé and çbe willing to dieé.  The second group is the

modifiers of the head nouns çnationé, çlifeé and çhonoré.  All the zero anaphors in this example refer

to the first person, which is implicit in the whole lyric of this song.

As for English zero anaphora, they either do not exist as a MOD or perform a GENITIVE role.

In stead of using zero anaphora, English writers turn to cataphora when the omission of agent or

patient is desirable, usually in passive voice. In any case, the antecedent must be in immediate

context.  For example:

(active voice) Her mother warned her.

(passive voice) Being warned by her mother, she she she she she didnût tell him.

15 From Song No. 6 ç· ß¥“«·Ààß»√—∑∏“é (Starlight of Faith)
16 From Song No. 1 ç§«“¡ΩíπÕ—π Ÿß ÿ¥é (The Ultimate Dream)
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The patient of çbeing warnedé can be omitted through the process of passive voice but it

must be explicit in the immediate context as cataphora.  If the pronoun çsheé is omitted this sentence

is not acceptable.

From the data collected, there are interesting statistics concerning the frequency of distribu-

tion as shown in Tables 1 and 2 below:

ZeroZeroZeroZeroZero PronounPronounPronounPronounPronoun Full NPFull NPFull NPFull NPFull NP TotalTotalTotalTotalTotal

N

251

%

57.05

N

63

%

14.32

N

126

%

28.63

N

440

%

100%

Table 2 Frequency distribution of zero anaphora classified by semantic roles compared with pronouns and

full NP

GroupGroupGroupGroupGroup
Semantic rolesSemantic rolesSemantic rolesSemantic rolesSemantic roles TotalTotalTotalTotalTotal

AGT (%)

190 (75.69%)

38 (60.31%)

59 (46.82%)

287 (65.22%)

PAT (%)

32 (12.74%)

16 (25.39%)

64 (50.79%)

112 (25.45%)

DAT/BEN (%)

2 (0.79%)

4 (6.34%)

2 (1.58%)

8 (1.81%)

GEN (%)

27 (10.75%)

5 (7.93%)

1 (0.79%)

33 (7.5%)

N

251

63

126

440

%

100

100

100

100

Zero

Pronoun

Full NP

All

Table 1 Frequency distribution of zero anaphora compared with pronouns and full NP

From the analysis, zero anaphora occur most frequently in context when compared with

pronouns and full noun phrases.  They constitute 57.05 per cent of the total.  This result confirms the

findings of other linguists such as Maneeroj [2] that was previously mentioned.

From the analysis of the data, it is remarkable that zero anaphora in Thai can perform several

semantic roles as well as pronouns or full NP.  The majority of zero anaphora occurs as the subject

of the sentence and performs an AGENTIVE role.  This is in the same trend as in other languages

studied by Givon [14] and Li [10], but the difference is that the antecedent of the zero anaphora in

Thai may not be explicit in the immediate context.  Sometimes, this is implicit throughout the lyrics.

Apart from the study by Li [10], it is also noticeable that zero anaphora in Thai can occur as

a new topic where there should be a pronoun or a full noun phrase in Late Archaic Chinese.  The

details are shown in Table 3 below:
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From the data in this research, most of the zero anaphors occur without an explicit antecedent.

Of all the 251 zero anaphora found in the data of this study, there are only 29 antecedents (11.55%)

occurring in the context of the lyrics of the same song.  This exemplifies the third characteristic of

recoverability that is implicitly referent, as mentioned in my previous study, Intratat [9]. In order to

understand the message, the listener has to consult his background knowledge and pragmatic

experience.

6.  Conclusion6.  Conclusion6.  Conclusion6.  Conclusion6.  Conclusion

From the study of ten contemporary Thai songs, four types of zero anaphora were discovered.

The hypothesis that Thai zero anaphora performs more syntactic functions and semantic roles than

their English counterparts was confirmed.  The distribution of Thai and English zero anaphora can be

compared as shown in Table 4 below.

Table 3 Frequency distribution of zero anaphora when introducing a new topic classified by
their semantic roles

Semantic rolesSemantic rolesSemantic rolesSemantic rolesSemantic roles
TotalTotalTotalTotalTotal

AGT PAT DAT/BEN GEN

N

109

%

72.18

N

22

%

14.57

N

-

%

0

N

20

%

13.25

N

151

%

100

Table 4 The distribution of Thai and English zero anaphora

- continuous occurrence with more than one function
  and role
- explicit/implicit antecedent

Characteristics of Thai zero anaphora Characteristics of English zero anaphora

- single occurrence with one function and role

- explicit antecedent in immediate context

Syntactic function

SUBJ

�

DO

�

IO

�

MOD

�

Semantic role

AGT

�

PAT

�

DAT/BEN

�

GEN

�

Syntactic function

SUBJ

�

DO

-in established expressions only

IO

�

MOD

�

Semantic role

AGT

�

PAT

�

DAT/BEN

�

GEN

�
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7. Discussion

It is also noticeable that other languages in Southeast Asia such as Malay also accepts the

roles of zero anaphora as both AGENT and PATIENT as in examples 12 and 13, which are Malay

versions compared with Thai.

12) Standard Malay : Ibu   melarang    bahawa    jangan    memberitahunya

mama  advise  ø  that   ø     should not      tell ø
Thai:                ·¡à      ‡µ◊Õπ        «à“        ‰¡à   §«√   ∫Õ°

mama  advise  ø  that   ø not  should   tell ø
ùMama advises not to tell anyoneû.

13) Kelantan dialect : Ibu       larang         bagi      tahu

mama    forbade  ø       let ø     know

Thai: ·¡à        Àâ“¡           ‡º¬„Àâ  ‡¢“     √Ÿâ

mama    forbade  ø   let     him    know

ùMama forbade me to let him knowû.

In both examples, zero anaphora occurs as SUBJ and DO in the patterns that are not

acceptable in English but are grammatically correct in Malay and Thai.

For linguists, it is remarkable that these characteristics of Thai zero anaphora are typically

different from those of Chinese though they belong to the same family.

8. Suggestions for Further Study

For further studies, it would be interesting to investigate more about referents of zero

anaphora and its roles in comparative analysis between Southeast Asian languages and other lan-

guages, either from the same or different families.

For Thai teachers, this study may provide an answer to the question why Thai students tend

to omit the AGT or PAT of the verb when they write English sentences. On the basis of language

interference, we can interpret that the different characteristics between Thai and English zero anaphora,

namely the single occurrence and the requirement of the antecedent in immediate context may cause

some difficulties to Thai students who study English. The designing of supplementary or remedial

materials should therefore focus on these differences. Moreover, the established expressions in
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English, which signal irregularities of the use of English zero anaphora, should also be studied as well.
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Appendix

The list of lyrics

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Name of Songs

ç§«“¡ΩíπÕ—π Ÿß ÿ¥é (The Ultimate Dream)

çÕ“∑‘µ¬å Õ—∫· ßé (The Setting Sun)

ç¡ÕßÕ–‰√é (What do you look at?)

çµ–°“¬¥“«é (Strive for the Stars)

ç¥Õ°‰¡â„Àâ§ÿ≥é  (Flowers for you)

ç· ß¥“«·Ààß»√—∑∏“é (Starlight of Faith)

ç —Ëßπ“ßé  (Remind you)

çÀπŸ‰¡à√Ÿâé  (I donût know)

ç‚Õä– ‚Õä– ‚Õä–é  (Oh, oh, oh)

ç¢Õ‡ªìπµ—«‡≈◊Õ°é  (May I be alternative)

Band/ Composer/ Singer

æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«√—™°“≈∑’Ë 9

(H.M. King Rama 9)

æ√–∫“∑ ¡‡¥Á®æ√–‡®â“Õ¬ŸàÀ—«√—™°“≈∑’Ë 9

(H.M. King Rama 9)

«ß  ÿπ∑√“¿√≥å (Soonthraporn Band)

§√‘ µ‘πà“ Õ“°‘≈“√å (Christina Agilar)

¥πÿæ≈ ·°â«°“≠®πå (Danupol Kaewkarn)

Àß“ §“√“«“π (Nga Caravan)

¡πµå ‘∑∏‘Ï §” √âÕ¬ (Monsith Kamsoy)

æÿà¡æ«ß ¥«ß®—π∑√å (Poompuang Duangchan)

«ß China Dolls (China Dolls Band)

«ß °–≈“ (Kala Band)
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